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ABSTRACT

The context of this study is 3D video. Starting from a se-
quence of multi-view video plus depth (MVD) data, the pro-
posed quad-based representation takes into account, in a uni-
fied manner, different issues such as compactness, compres-
sion, and intermediate view synthesis. The representation is
obtained into two steps. Firstly, a set of 3D quads is extracted
by using a quadtree decomposition of the depth maps. Sec-
ondly, a selective elimination of the quads is performed in
order to reduce inter-view redundancies and thus provide a
compact representation. Experiments on two real sequences
show good quality results at the rendering stage and a small
data overload compared to mono-view video.

Index Terms— 3D video, data representation, multiview
video plus depth, quadtree, 3D quads, compression.

1. INTRODUCTION

3D video is expected as the logical evolution of 2D video.
Two types of 3D video applications are envisioned. The first
one, called 3DTV for 3 dimensional television, provides a re-
lief sensation to the user by reproducing the human binoc-
ular vision. Display devices allowing 3D visualization are
available. They may not require to wear special glasses.
They display two views (autostereoscopic displays) and even
N=8,10,12... views (multiview autostereoscopic displays) in
order to maximize the user comfort. The second application,
called FTV for Free-viewpoint TeleVision, allows for inter-
active selection of the viewpoint and direction in the scene
within a certain operating range.

In order to achieve 3DTV and FTV, one can capture all
the views required at the rendering stage. This method may
be used for stereoscopic video (2 views) but it can hardly be
generalized to N views due to acquisition and storage com-
plexity. An alternative is to reduce the number of cameras
and to synthesize the required intermediate views by using
information about the geometry of the scene. Many studies
are being conducted on this issue. In particular, within the
normalization group ISO-MPEG, the working group FTV is
currently studying the representation and coding of multiview
data in order to achieve a compression standard suitable for

3D video. Here, the quality of synthesized intermediate views
is fundamental.

In this context, this paper presents a representation based
on 3D polygons that takes, as an input, MVD data (Multi-View
plus Depth) and that is appropriate for both the compression,
transmission and rendering stages. Section 2 presents the pre-
vious work on 3D video using depth maps. Then, an overview
of the proposed representation is given in section 3. Sections
4 and 5 detail the main steps of the method. Section 6 presents
the results.

2. 3D VIDEO USING DEPTH MAPS

Considering 3D video applications displayed on multiview
autostereoscopic screens, interest for depth image-based rep-
resentations has increased a lot. A depth map is an image that
associates one depth value (i.e. the distance to the camera) to
each pixel. It enables to synthesize intermediate views using
a perspective projection method.

Depth image-based representations. The simplest rep-
resentation consists of using only one view made up of an
image plus a depth map per time instant (2D+Z) [1]. But oc-
cluded regions are not contained in the depth map, and there-
fore disocclusion regions are not well reconstructed during
view synthesis and might create strong visual artifacts.

For a wider range of viewpoints, multiple views made of
2D+Z data must be used. It is called MVD (Multi-view Video
Plus Depth) data and enables to synthesize an intermediate
view based on a set of views. This gives a very good quality
since most of the occluded regions in one view can be filled
with the other views [2, 3]. The redundancies between all
views are usually high since the same scene is captured from
several views, therefore the data load is high.

In order to deal with both the disocclusion areas and inter-
view redundancies, a solution is to select a certain view as
reference and extract, from the other views, only the infor-
mation which is not contained in the reference view, i.e. the
occluded areas [4, 5, 6]. This is called LDV (Layered Depth
Video). The advantage is that the inter-view redundancies are
reduced while the disocclusion areas are available. However,
some color differences can appear since only a central view
plus the occlusion areas are used. Moreover, the construction
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and compression of such data is still an open problem. In the
Layered Depth Images (LDI) [4], all the side information is
projected into the reference view so that one pixel can con-
tain multiple depth and color values, yet this leads to a loss of
quality due to resampling during the projection.

In addition, many contributions in the field of global
model reconstruction present efficient algorithms for merging
multiple depth-maps and polygonal meshes [7, 8]

Depth maps compression. Depth maps are gray level im-
ages, so they can be compressed with an efficient video codec
such as H.264. However, depth maps describe the surface
of a scene and have different properties compared to an im-
age describing the texture. Therefore, rendering intermediate
views using compressed depth maps creates visually disturb-
ing artifacts, especially around depth discontinuities (objects
boundaries) as studied in [9]. With this in mind, a platelet-
based depth coding algorithm has been proposed [10]. This
algorithm employs a decomposition of the depth maps using
geometric primitives such that the depth discontinuities are
preserved. This method provides a better rendering quality
for a given compression rate.

Depth based rendering. Rendering intermediate views
using depth maps is generally considered as a point-based
method: each pixel is independently projected in 3D and
then projected into the desired intermediate view. As a re-
sult, many small holes appear in the intermediate view and
must be filled with post-processing techniques [3]. An alter-
native is to transform the depth maps into a surface using ge-
ometric primitives such as triangles [2] or quadrilaterals [11]
and to disconnect these primitives at depth discontinuities so
that the background and foreground are not connected. This
solution eliminates the post-processing stage but requires a
graphic processor.

3. PROPOSED REPRESENTATION

In section 2, some issues have been identified concerning data
compactness, depth map compression, and intermediate view
synthesis. The contribution of this study is to propose a new
data representation that takes into account all these issues as
a whole.

This representation is based on a set of 3D polygons that
are defined with 2D+Z data: a polygon is delimited by a block
of pixels in one view; the polygon’s depth is defined by the
depth information at the corners of the block; the polygon’s
texture is given by the block’s texture in the image.

Polygonal geometric primitives have several advantages.
First, the size of the polygons can be adaptively determined so
as to keep the number of polygons low. Thus a compact rep-
resentation and an efficient rendering stage can be obtained
(such as in [11]). Second, as presented in [10], a polygo-
nal decomposition of the depth maps that preserves the ob-
ject boundaries results in a compression algorithm offering
a better rendering quality compared to an H.264 algorithm,

for a given compression rate. Third, polygons are frequently
used as primitives at the rendering stage ([2, 11]) since they
model the continuity of the surface and thus avoid some post-
processing operation that fill empty pixels in the rendered im-
age [3]. On the contrary to [2, 11] where the polygons are
used only at the rendering stage, the representation proposed
here is directly based on polygons. Polygon extraction will be
explained in section 4.

Finally, polygons are selectively eliminated to reduce re-
dundancies between views (similarly to [6]), and also to re-
duce artifacts around discontinuities due to mixing colors be-
tween the background and foreground. This technique is pre-
sented in section 5. Figure 1 sums up the different steps of
the method as well as its application framework (compression
and rendering of a different number of views).

Fig. 1. Construction of the representation. I: image, D: depth,
P: polygons, I’/P’: I/P reduced, Is: synthesized image

4. POLYGON EXTRACTION

In this section, each depth map is processed independently so
that a set of polygons is created for each view. The chosen
polygon type is the quadrilateral (quad). A quadtree decom-
position is used to extract and structure the set of quads. This
choice is motivated by the context of video coding. Indeed,
the texture information will probably be coded based on a
classical video coding algorithm such as a block based cod-
ing, then the coherence between the block-based depth infor-
mation and texture information can be exploited. An example
of a quadtree decomposition is shown in figure 4. The decom-
position technique used here is divided into two steps which
we call discontinuity preservation and geometry refinement:

Discontinuity preservation. The blocks in the image are
sub-divided based on a depth criterion. More precisely, let p1
and p2 be two pixels in the block B and their depth be Zp1 and
Zp2. Considering threshold Td, then the block is sub-divided
if:

max
p1,p2 neighbors ∈B

(abs(Zp1 − Zp2)) > Td

Geometry refinement. From the coarse representation
obtained, a block is again sub-divided based on a planarity
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criterion. More precisely, for each pixel p of a block B and
an error threshold Tp, the block is sub-divided if:

max
p∈B

(dist(P, πB)) > Tp

where πB is the plane approximating the depth values in B
with a least squares method, and dist(P, πB) is the euclidean
distance between πB and the 3D point P (corresponding to
pixel p). When a block satisfies this criterion, then a quad QB

is associated to it, based on the depth values of the block’s
corners.

Fig. 2. Quadtree decomposition of a depth map.

5. REDUNDANCY REDUCTION

From the set of quads obtained previously, inter-view redun-
dancies are now reduced. The proposed process also enables
to reduce ghosting artifacts around depth discontinuities.

Let Qd be the desired set of quads extracted from all the
views after redundancy reduction, and Qi the set of quads
from view i. The idea is to initialize Qd with the quads from
a reference view Vr and iteratively complete and modify Qd

with Qi, i = 1 to N , i �= r. Let i be the current iteration.
Qd is first projected into view Vi. The resulting image con-
tains disocclusion areas. Then the quads from Qi are added
to Qd if the pixel block that they form in view Vi cover these
disocclusion areas. Figure 3 (left) shows the projection of Qd

in Vi. The disocclusion areas can be seen in white. Figure 3
(right) shows the quads from Qi that are added in Qd. The
large white regions show that many redundancies have been
eliminated.

Fig. 3. Redundancies reduction. Left: Projection of Qd in Vn.
Right: Quads from Qi added in Qd

Many small quads (in pixel size) are present around dis-
continuities. They have low resolution and may contain
mixed colors between background and foreground (ghosting

artifacts). Therefore, it is useful to replace them, where pos-
sible, with bigger quads from the side views. To do so, during
the projection of Qd explained previously, the quads smaller
or equal to a threshold Ts are not projected. Thus, more quads
from Qi are added to Qd, creating overlapping areas. Then
the quads that fully overlap (in 2D) with bigger quads from
Qi are eliminated. Here, a depth test with threshold To is
performed to identify adjacent quads. Figure 4 shows the
dancer’s hand in front of the wall. Picture (a) shows the pro-
jection of the set Qd before the elimination of the quads. The
outline of the hand appears in the wall (ghosting artifact). The
grey quads are from the previous iteration and the black quads
are the new ones added during this iteration. These quads are
overlapping. Pictures (b) shows the results after the elimina-
tion of the quads. The ghosting artifact is reduced and many
small quads have been suppressed.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Elimination of small overlapped quads.

6. RESULTS

Tests were performed on MVD sequences Breakdancer and
Ballet1. They were captured with 8 cameras (resolution
1024x768) placed on a horizontal arc spanning about 30◦.
The depth maps were estimated with a stereo algorithm [2].

Polygon extraction was performed with empirical thresh-
olds Td = 10 for 8 bits depth values, and Tp = 0, 6. Figure
2 shows the quadtree decomposition. Each depth map con-
tains 786432 pixels. The average number of quads per view
is 26671 for Breakdancer and 30815 for Ballet. Using these
quadrilaterals and corresponding textures, intermediate views
have been synthesized. Figure 5 shows a zoomed region of
the scene where the data from view V1 has been synthesized
into view V2. The rendering result can be observed with a
point-based representation (depth map) (a) and a quad-based
representation (b). In (a), a post-processing algorithm is nec-
essary to fill the small disocclusion areas (thin white lines). In
(b), the continuity of the surface is preserved and only large
depth discontinuities create disocclusion areas.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Comparison point-based VS quad-based rendering

1Thanks to the Interactive Visual Media Group of Microsoft Research for
providing the data sets.
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Redundancy reduction was performed with empirical
thresholds Ts = 2 (2x2 pixel block) and To = 10. The
following experiments were tested with a configuration of 3
consecutive views (V1, V2, V3) where the central one is con-
sidered as the reference. Table 1 gives a comparison of the
number of quads before and after the redundancy reduction
(first and second rows) and the number of quads for the ref-
erence view V2 (third row). 53% of the quads have been re-
moved compared with the full 3 views. 27% of the quads have
been added compared with the number of quads for a single
view V2.

BreakDancer Ballet
V1, V2, V3 78690 89079

−53%
��V1, V2, V3 reduced 35366 41120

V2 26052 29775
+27%

��

Table 1. Number of quads before and after the reduction.

Finally, from this reduced set of quads, the views V1, V2

and V3 can be synthesized. Figure 6 shows the synthesis of
V1. During the rendering stage, if some pixels in the desired
image receive the contribution from several quads, then their
color is equally blended. As a result, a good quality image
is obtained. However, some artifacts appear such as color
differences (e.g. in the shadowed areas next to the second man
from the right) or the unnatural sharp edges around the dancer.
Moreover, the quality of the synthesized views depends on the
input depth maps that may contain errors or inconsistencies
across views. In order to synthesize intermediate views (e.g.
between V1 and V2), an additional process would be necessary
to fill unknown areas that are not visible in any view.

Fig. 6. Synthesis of view V1 from V1, V2(reference) and V3

7. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a quad-based representation for 3D video,
that takes into account in a unified manner issues identified
in the literature such as data compactness, depth maps com-
pression, and intermediate view synthesis. A set of quads is
extracted with a quadtree decomposition of the depth maps,
and inter-view redundancies are reduced based on a selective
elimination of quads. The results show that the quads provide

a good trade-off between rendering quality and data compact-
ness. Moreover, the first experiments show that, in the case
of 3 views, the redundancy reduction allows to limit the data
overload to 27% compared to mono-view video.

Future work will include a study of the visual distortions
depending on the number of quads and also depending on the
distance to the reference view. Moreover, the construction of
the representation can be improved to better manage depth
and texture errors or inconsistencies across views. Then, the
coding method of this representation must be studied in order
to enhance the compactness of the representation. Lastly, the
temporal dimension of the video sequence will be considered
to improve performance.
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